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for work-based learning

SELFIE WBL: Connecting VET institutions and companies for the digital 
development of Vocational Education and Training

Improving the use of digital technologies in work-based learning
improves employability and the practical use of digital skills.

The European Commission, in collaboration with 
ETF and EfVET, piloted SELFIE WBL in 9 countries

France, Germany, Hungary, Poland, Romania 
Georgia, Montenegro, Serbia and Turkey

9 in 10
of all jobs require at least some digital skills

TESTED, PILOTED, READY TO USE!

35,000 participants at

KEY FEATURES

Find out how SELFIE WBL can help you

SIGN UP HERE

250 companies150 Vocational Education
and Training schools

+28,000 learners

+5,000 teachers

512 school leaders

372 in-company trainers

4 in 10
adult Europeans do not have a basic level of these skills

VET institutions (teachers+students+school leaders), 
trainers and companies can use this free,  
anonymous, online tool to:

→  reflect jointly on their use of digital technologies 
for education and training

→  plan for improvement
→  monitor progress

are somewhat likely to extremely likely to recommend it to their peers

Participants said SELFIE WBL helped them to reflect on the use
of remote learning – a new area for many schools.

The majority of pilot participants found SELFIE WBL to be:

useful and relevant

SELFIE WBL can be a gateway 
to a closer collaboration 

between education and the 
labour market. 

VET expert

We benefited from a personalised 
interactive report that offered both  
in-depth insights as well  
as more general information  
on the strong and weak points  
of our school.
School leader

understandable
and transparent

easy to use and handle

of those surveyed were satisfied to some extent with SELFIE WBL

→   brings companies 
on-board in the 
self-reflection process

→   in-company trainers 
are new actors 
in this process

→ in all 24 EU languages + 15 non-EU languages

→ adaptable to your needs

→ free of charge

→ anonymised

Finally, SELFIE WBL was released in October 2021
and can be used by everyone.

SELFIE WBL is an extension of SELFIE

SELFIE for work-based learning
https://ec.europa.eu/education/schools-go-digital_en

#SELFIE_EU

SELFIE WBL was developed with the support of the European Training Foundation
and the European Forum of Technical and Vocational Education and Training
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